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Attending the ISCT 2019 Annual Meeting as a guest blogger was a delightful experience, no less than 

having a VIP pass to the Red Carpet, though I am yet to be invited to the latter. We (my fellow blogger 

and I) had arrived at the conference venue with a box full of ideas but were equally unsure how to go 

ahead with them. The uncertainty only added to the excitement. The content for the Telegraft Live was 

mostly informal and it was a refreshing change to write and express beyond the constraints of scientific 

journals. When the first edition of Telegraft Live Down Under came out, we were pleasantly surprised to 

find our photos on the first page. We felt that we were more than just a face in the crowd and 

networking became much easier with this newfound recognition.  

The pre-conference workshop had five parallel tracks running simultaneously and we tried to cover as 

much as possible, based on our interest in the topics. My personal favourites were the Cell Processing 

Track and the Stem Cell Crystal ball. A similar approach helped us in covering maximum number of 

events over the next three days of the conference, with an occasional sacrifice of personal interest. An 

array of fascinating topics was covered during this time and it seemed to be the best possible way of 

keeping yourself updated in the field of cell and gene therapy. We were more than happy to gain some 

knowledge as a by-product of the process.   

The ISCT Early Stage Professionals Twitter handle (@ISCT_ESP) allowed us to reach out to a wide 

audience of active users in real-time. Thanks to a global online community responding around the clock, 

interesting conversations were just a few clicks away. The job did keep us occupied for most of the 

conference duration and our wish to soak up some sun at the nearby St Kilda beach in Melbourne 

couldn’t see the light of the day. A piece of genuine advice to the future guest bloggers will be to spare a 

few extra days for local sight-seeing.         

The perks of being a guest blogger eventually exceeded our expectations. Free conference registration 

was just a nice incentive to start with. It was indeed heartening when someone completely unknown, 

compliments our work, not just during the conference but even months after it was over. As the ISCT 
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2020 Annual Meeting is just a few months away, Paris in the springtime, will be an ideal place to explore 

the blogger in you! With a growing ISCT ESP community, the experience is only going to get better with 

time. 

 

 
ISCT 2019 Melbourne Plenary Stage 
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